An approach to quality management in structural biology: biophysical selection of proteins for successful crystallization.
Aggregation, incorrect folding and low stability are common obstacles for protein structure determination, and are often discovered at a very late state of protein production. In many cases, however, the reasons for failure to obtain diffracting crystals remain entirely unknown. We report on the contribution of systematic biophysical characterization to the success in structural determination of human proteins of unknown fold. Routine analysis using dynamic light scattering (DLS), differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) was employed to evaluate fold and stability of 263 purified protein samples (98 different human proteins). We found that FTIR-monitored temperature scanning may be used to detect incorrect folding and discovered a positive correlation between unfolding enthalpy measured with DSC and the size of small, globular proteins that may be used to estimate the quality of protein preparations. Furthermore, our work establishes that the risk of aggregation during concentration of proteins may be reduced through DLS monitoring. In summary, our study demonstrates that biophysical characterization provides an ideal tool to facilitate quality management for structural biology and many other areas of biological research.